You start your day with a preworkout breakfast of synthetic eggs and lab-grown bacon, a diet tailored to your own genetic requirements. You get dressed in a biosynthetic tracksuit made from fibers that can self-repair. You drive to the gym in a car that uses biofuels produced by microbes engineered using synthetic biology. After a workout, you apply an antiaging face cream tailored to your skin’s genetic predisposition. At work, you put on an audio headset that measures stress levels from your brain waves and suggests ways to alleviate them in real time.

This is a not-so-distant day in the life of the Bio Revolution now underway. Fueled by breakthroughs in biological science and the confluence of exponential advances in data, analytics, and digitization, what until recently might have read like a page out of a science fiction novel is becoming a reality. Moreover, biological innovations have been deployed to aid in the response to COVID-19, allowing for faster identification of the virus, more effective diagnostics, and new bioengineered treatments.¹ The wide-ranging implications for business executives should go well beyond the obvious and expected (see sidebar, “The Bio Revolution is not science as usual”).

Indeed, new McKinsey Global Institute research found that more than half of the potential direct economic impact from biological technologies—applied to nearly 400 use cases in multiple sectors—is outside of healthcare, notably in agriculture and food, materials and energy, and consumer products and services.² The likely disruption of the Bio Revolution is vast and poised to influence a wide range of industries. New crosscurrents are already emerging, with four rising to the top:

• the importance of biological capabilities as a source of competitive advantage

¹ The efficacy of such treatments remained to be proven as of April 2020.
² This article draws on a yearlong research effort by the McKinsey Global Institute about the potential impact of biological innovations on the economy and society. A forthcoming report, available later this spring, will explore in greater depth the breadth of the Bio Revolution, assessing its economic impact, as well as the downstream effects, risks, enablers, and barriers.
The Bio Revolution is not science as usual

The Bio Revolution is a powerful new wave of innovation that is expected to transform business and society beyond healthcare. The biomolecules’ dimension of the revolution, which includes “-omics” and molecular technologies, has evolved as the fastest growing, most cutting edge of the revolution’s four dimensions. This collection of technologies amounts to an expansion of human understanding of biological processes at the intracellular level and an increasing ability to engineer molecules and pathways for myriad uses (exhibit).

Core to the revolution is the growing interaction between biology and technology. Advances in machine learning, artificial intelligence, and bioinformatics enable the sophisticated interpretation and manipulation of data. These capabilities are being applied to an exploding amount of biological data: worldwide DNA sequencing alone creates exabytes of data each year. The cost of DNA sequencing is decreasing at a rate faster than Moore’s law. Beyond the analysis of a range of -omics—including DNA (genomics), RNA (transcriptomics), proteins (proteomics), and microbe populations (microbiomics)—new engineering technologies are propelling the revolution. We can now edit genomic sequences—program life, if you will—more efficiently and effectively through tools such as CRISPR-Cas9, which enables the engineering of human, plant, animal, and microbial DNA.¹

What’s more, advances in biological technologies are helping to accelerate diagnostics and the development of vaccines and therapeutics. In the wake of the COVID-19 outbreak, scientists were able to sequence and publicly share the whole coronavirus genome in just a few weeks from when the first cases were reported, in December 2019. Subsequent sequencing of viral strains from different patients across the world also provided additional information about transmission dynamics, allowing for faster and more informed public-health responses. In contrast, with the SARS outbreak, in 2002, it took more than five months from the first reported case to the full genome sequencing of the virus.

Beyond -omics and molecular technologies, the ability to control the development of cells for regenerative medicine continues to develop. Our understanding of stem cells is advancing rapidly, granting us the ability to regenerate or replace injured tissues that heretofore would not have been clinically possible, such as damaged spinal-cord cells and retinal cells.

In addition, biology and machines can now interact. Advances in software and hardware are making it possible to measure neural signals with increasing accuracy. Improved machine learning enables biomachines to classify features and map them accurately into categories that can then be translated in order to control software via a mouse or keyboard and hardware such as prosthetics. And cells or molecules may be used in the future to store data and solve computational

The Bio Revolution has four dimensions.

**Biomolecules**
Mapping and measuring intracellular components (eg, DNA, RNA, proteins) in the study of “-omics”¹

Engineering² intracellular components (eg, genome editing)

**Biosystems**
Engineering² cells, tissues, and organs, including stem-cell technologies and transplantation use cases

**Biomachines**
Connecting nervous systems of living organisms to machines (eg, brain–machine interface)

**Biocomputing**
Using cells and cellular components for computational processes (ie, storing, retrieving, or processing data)

---

¹ Fields of study that examine the characteristics of biological molecules that translate into the structure, dynamics, and function of an organism; includes a number of disciplines whose names end in the suffix “-omics”—eg, genomics (DNA), transcriptomics (RNA), and proteomics (proteins).

² Design, de novo synthesis, or modification.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis

---

problems, though the technology for this is still in a relatively early phase of development. technology will continue to push the boundaries of what we could until recently only imagine.

This is just the beginning. The confluence of advances in scientific discovery and
• the growth of platform-based business models accelerating scientific discoveries
• the opportunity for more personalization and precision products and services
• the spread of new relationships driven by barbell-shaped ecosystems

As new entrants prepare to take some markets by storm and incumbents in others invest aggressively to stay in the game and win, this is no time for inaction. That said, there’s considerable uncertainty around the speed of technology development, commercialization, and consumer adoption, as well as around the response of regulatory agencies to these new opportunities. The complexities of biological technologies raise many new risks, ethical issues, and, at times, fear, far beyond the current paradigm of regulating biotech products in pharmaceuticals and agriculture. Given the scope of change that lies ahead, working through those uncertainties and business shifts to the opportunities is a critical—and often-overlooked—priority for leaders today.

**Strategic crosscurrents**
To some extent, we have seen this movie before. The digital revolution unleashed a set of new, digitally native companies competing across sectors, driven by deep, cross-sectional data and analytics, forcing every company to consider how digital would affect its business. With investment surging in a new generation of biological technologies to the tune of more than $20 billion in 2018, driven largely by “-omics” and molecular technologies, a wide range of companies are now looking to do the same in the Bio Revolution. Their efforts are unleashing four critical, strategic crosscurrents.

**Biological capabilities as a source of competitive advantage**
The Bio Revolution is bringing with it a new array of capabilities that will fundamentally transform how companies compete. Like the recent rise in data-science and software-engineering skills, new specialty skills in fields such as genomics, molecular biology, biochemistry, and neuroscience will be in increasingly high demand. Indeed, the merging of digital skills with biological skills is a potent combination. These new capabilities are driving faster and cheaper production methods, creating better-performing inputs with superior characteristics, and, ultimately, delivering added-value products and services to end customers. It’s no wonder we are seeing many players trying to gain first-mover advantage.

**Cost-saving capabilities.** New, more scalable fermentation and bioengineering processes can replace traditionally expensive and resource-intensive production methods. For example, Amyris now produces squalane, a moisturizing oil used in many skin-care products, via the fermentation of sugars through genetically engineered yeast. Squalane traditionally has been obtained from processing deep-sea-shark liver oil, a costly and environmentally questionable source. Amyris’s
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3 Analysis of 2018 total start-up funding (such as venture-capital and angel funding) based on Bio Revolution–related search terms (such as “genomics”) on Crunchbase, crunchbase.com.
4 “-omics” and molecular biology are a subset of biomolecules, one of the four dimensions of the Bio Revolution.
new production method provides a pure, stable product in high volume at a low cost and from a renewable source. Developing a better understanding of the economic benefits of new biological technologies will become increasingly important for incumbents striving to maintain a competitive edge.

**Performance-enhancing capabilities.** New biological production methods can also radically improve the quality and characteristics of products. For example, US start-up Tandem Repeat produces self-repairing, biodegradable, and recyclable fabric using proteins encoded by squid genes. Other bioengineering methods aim to develop novel materials to meet consumer trends. Biotech company Zymergen is creating renewable biomaterials for optical films used in displays; hard, scratch-proof coatings; and flexible electronics circuits. These new, biologically enhanced inputs are set to propel a wave of innovation that may open new top-line opportunities.

To compete, companies will need to master not only the science and ability to innovate but also the ability to scale to industrial levels. Converting scientifically feasible methods into scalable and profitable business capabilities will help separate winners from losers. As companies navigate the flood of biocapabilities entering the market, assessing the direct and indirect impact on their business will inform the decision to invest in or source out these new capabilities. Whichever proves to be the right choice, to identify, assess, and execute in this new marketplace, companies will need to build their knowledge associated with the Bio Revolution.

**Platform-based business models accelerating discoveries**

Seven of the world’s 12 largest corporations favor platform-based business models that allow them to seize cross-sector opportunities, reduce marginal costs, and mine large-scale data sources to drive combinatorial innovation. Now, companies with growing sources of biological data, like their digital predecessors, are integrating automation and machine learning to accelerate the pace and variety of scientific discoveries. These platform-based models enable businesses to deliver a diverse set of advantages that were unthinkable even a few years ago.

To understand the nature of biological platform opportunities, consider the state of play in agriculture. Providers of genetic services to animal-breeding and seed companies have developed proprietary platforms with genetic markers and computational capabilities that can accelerate animal breeding and seed selection by potentially predicting hundreds of traits. Other players use massive microbiome data sets to enable the creation of new, microbial solutions that could improve nutrition and health for plants and animals. The rise of sophisticated and extensive computer modeling with genetic and microbiome insights can supplement traditionally slow, sequential experimentation and open the door for these new platforms to compete.
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6 “Sumitomo Chemical and Zymergen announce partnership to develop renewable specialty materials,” Business Wire, April 17, 2019, businesswire.com.
7 CoreBiome, corebiome.com.
Beyond agriculture, platform players looking for speedier growth are expanding accessibility and usage of their platforms, allowing other companies—including potential competitors—to build products or services on top of their databases. For example, Ginkgo Bioworks recently announced the Ferment Consortium, giving spin-off companies full access to its genome-mining platform for cell programming.8

Gaining momentum and armed with “data flywheels,” in which each new piece of data makes collecting the next piece easier, platforms are becoming a growing source of competitive advantage in the Bio Revolution. Incumbents will need to understand how these platforms are evolving in order to identify where the most attractive opportunities lie. Moving forward, some incumbents might choose to take advantage of others’ platforms or consider creating their own platforms to experiment rapidly and learn at scale.

Opportunity for more personalization and precision products and services
Advanced personalization and precision, powered by a growing amount of biological data—including genetic makeup and microbiome composition—is set to transform and, in many cases, deepen the relationships among customers, the products they use, and the companies that make the products. While most of the hype around the Bio Revolution is about new technologies such as CRISPR-Cas9, which is used to manipulate biological processes, our research shows that applying insights derived from analyzing biological data accounts for more than 50 percent of the economic potential over the next ten years. Businesses today are already planning on how to monetize the exabytes of genetic data collected each year (one exabyte = one billion gigabytes).

Personalized offerings. As personalization becomes a driver of marketing success, products and services tailored to the biological makeup of individuals, such as food and skin sensitivities, will become the new normal. Some DNA- and microbiome-testing companies are using proprietary databases to launch personalized nutrition products and services as add-ons. Some new offerings include, for instance, subscription-based meal plans and dietary supplements that claim to be tailored to customers based on DNA- and microbiome-testing results. These new players, increasingly in competition with consumer-goods, services, and marketing companies, will provide unique experiences and points of differentiation.

Some incumbents have already spotted the opportunities and are increasingly interested in mining these data. Imagene Labs announced a deal with ONI Global in 2019 to offer its genetic test and resulting skin-care-product recommendations in General Nutrition Centers’ Malaysia, Philippines, Singapore, and Taiwan stores.9 Dating service eHarmony believes that genetic analysis could streamline the matchmaking process as soon as 2040, with DNA data feeding into algorithms of online relationship sites.10

---

8 “Ginkgo Bioworks announces the Ferment Consortium, a $350 million investment vehicle to disrupt established markets with new synthetic biology companies,” PR Newswire, October 10, 2019, prnewswire.com.
10 The Future of Dating: 2040, a joint report from eharmony UK and Imperial College Business School, November 2015, eharmony.co.uk.
**Precision industries.** Growing biological data banks are increasingly providing new opportunities for precision products and services in industries such as agriculture and medicine. With an emerging understanding of the role of the microbiome, precision agriculture is set to drive innovative farming solutions that improve operational efficiency and economic output. For example, Trace Genomics can interpret health and disease-risk indicators by profiling the soil microbiome. These insights can help growers choose tailored seeds, nutrients, and other inputs, adding to the tool kit for precision agriculture that also includes satellite imaging and geospatial analysis.

Incumbents will be able to maintain or capture new value only if they look at the entire ecosystems of their products and services and begin to understand how to use biologically derived insights to outperform their competitors. This may come through personalized, seamless experiences—such as precision medicine delivering the right drug for the right therapy at the right time—or through precision products and services that advance operational efficiencies.

**Barbell-shaped ecosystems generating new relationships**

An era of fluid, dynamic, and even agile partnerships has dawned, creating a range of new relationships between competitors and allies, large and small. This spur to collaborate is coming from the growth of barbell-shaped ecosystems: cross-sector networks balanced by the combination of many small, science-based companies on one side, often with entirely new digital and data capabilities, and a few large incumbents on the other, together driving the commercialization of new biological technologies. As Michael Jacobides, a professor at London Business School, has pointed out, “It is less and less likely that single firms can offer all the elements a customer needs—let alone afford to experiment with them. And so, ecosystems, especially designed ones, are on the rise.”

As technologies rapidly evolve, and biotech and artificial intelligence converge, both larger incumbents and smaller, science-based start-ups will struggle on their own to drive R&D and navigate commercialization.

**Driving R&D.** Small, science-based start-ups currently at the forefront of innovation are pushing the boundaries of what is possible and what some incumbents might consider too risky to do themselves. This is leading to a growing range of collaborations between new players embracing the high-risk, high-rewards of science-based opportunities and incumbents ready to harness the unique biocapabilities of these newcomers. For example, to capture the cost effectiveness and higher precision of the new gene-editing technology CRISPR, established players in agriculture and pharma are among those setting up R&D collaborations with several CRISPR players, such as Caribou Biosciences, CRISPR Therapeutics, and Pairwise. Some incumbents, hedging their bets, are choosing to partner with multiple—and, at times, competing—start-ups.

**Navigating commercialization.** From full-blown acquisitions to more agile and short-term collaborations, large incumbents are testing different partnership approaches with smaller, science-based start-ups. In some cases, large incumbents with extensive
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customer networks are well positioned to test and launch the new products produced by smaller players that lack a customer base. Companies such as Novozymes and Inari have been striking partnerships with established seed producers that have long-standing relationships with farmers and growers to introduce -omics-driven innovations. In other cases, opportunities emerge for deeper collaboration and investment to leverage the larger partner’s commercial expertise and navigate regulation and commercial-approval processes better. In the area of brain-computer interfaces, Facebook spent between $500 million and $1 billion in 2019 to acquire CTRL-labs, a tech start-up that translates neural signals from muscles as inputs in software. These varying relationships offer benefits for both players and are pivotal to the commercial success of many of the new biological technologies.

As the boundaries of traditional biological industries and other sectors blur, understanding the growing role of barbell-shaped ecosystems in pushing R&D and commercial opportunities will become a greater source of competitive advantage for both incumbents and new science-based start-ups.

Questions about the road ahead
The Bio Revolution is both rich with possibility and opportunity and fraught with risks and serious ethical considerations. Regulation and public opinion could propel or hold back the revolution, depending on how they play out. In this section, we describe some of the emerging risks and social and regulatory uncertainties that surround the Bio Revolution and may affect both its scale and pace in the coming decades.

Emerging risks
Concerns about personal privacy, embryo gene editing, bioweapons, and the accidental distribution of viral agents that could kill off entire species are just some of the rising fears we must contemplate when reviewing the risks of the Bio Revolution (exhibit).

In some ways, the risks associated with the Bio Revolution represent an expansion of existing digital concerns, including the rise of data-privacy and -security issues, as well as increasing accessibility to these new technologies. But there is also a larger, more expansive paradigm shift to consider. For instance, it is harder to control the boundaries of biology because of its self-replicating nature. We can unplug a computer, but biology, once unleashed, may not be switched off so easily, and we cannot necessarily opt out of its consequences. For example, the outcome from gene drives released into the wild or heritable alterations made to human germline DNA could affect generations to come.

As companies explore opportunities, they will want to consider these risks and develop strong governance and organizational efforts to manage the moral issues at stake. Accountability for ensuring that biological technologies are responsibly and fairly deployed


13 “Germline DNA” refers to embryos or sex cells (sperm or eggs).
lies with a broad constellation of societal stakeholders—including businesses—which, in playing their crucial role, will find that making informed judgments involving the right set of stakeholders is an integral part of commercializing new products.

### Social and regulatory uncertainties

The rate at which biological opportunities enter the market will fluctuate sharply in response to regulatory pressures. Regional variations of regulation can have significant impact on the potential to scale and commercialize biological technologies. Companies will need to sharpen their capabilities for engaging with national and supranational agencies.

Public opinion and perception can lead to regulation changes and are therefore vital factors in how the Bio Revolution proceeds. We have seen this pattern before, with the regulation of the first wave of genetically modified crops. The United States took a permissive regulatory stance, Europe put in place a near-total ban, and China recently came out somewhere in the middle by banning the farming of genetically modified crops but not the import of selected varieties of harvested genetically modified crops.

---

**Exhibit**

**Though rich with possibilities, the Bio Revolution is fraught with risks and serious ethical considerations.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>My body, my self</th>
<th>Cheap but not cheerful</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Editing the genome could alter our appearance, intelligence, temperament, and even personality</td>
<td>Unlike nuclear materials, the technologies needed to produce synthetic biologies are relatively cheap and accessible</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Get out of my head</th>
<th>I just don’t trust you</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data generated by “-omics” or brain-machine interfaces could cause a level of privacy concerns even higher than those about digital information</td>
<td>Public trust could be damaged by excessive hype and insufficient follow-through or by lack of communication</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biology without boundaries</th>
<th>Beware what you wish for</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>We can “airgap” or unplug a computer, but biology, once unleashed, may not be switched off so easily, and we can’t necessarily opt out of its consequences</td>
<td>Biological technologies often come with unexpected consequences, even when used intentionally</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Power for the few, not the many</th>
<th>Stay out of my genes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Biological technologies could concentrate power heavily in the hands of those who access them first or the most enthusiastically</td>
<td>Individual data generated by -omics, including genomics, could create new privacy, discrimination, or legal concerns</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. Fields of study that examine the characteristics of biological molecules that translate into the structure, dynamics, and function of an organism; includes a number of disciplines whose names end in the suffix “-omics” — eg, genomics (DNA), transcriptomics (RNA), and proteomics (proteins).
2. Physically isolate a computer from the internet.

Source: McKinsey Global Institute analysis
Beyond general sentiment, trust is a critical factor. People must have a degree of trust in companies that propose to sequence and analyze a person’s genome, edit children’s genes, or connect to a brain–machine interface. Within consumer markets alone, as the mining of personal genetic data increases, businesses will need to understand the trade-offs between advancing commercial opportunities and protecting public and social welfare. For example, the data-sharing practices of some direct-to-consumer genetic-testing companies with pharma companies and app developers have been called into question by consumers and media, revealing just how precious trust is—and how easy it is to damage it with just a few poorly handled mistakes.

Where do we go next?
As with most revolutions—imagine writing an article about the internet’s prospects in 1987—it is hard to imagine where we will be when the dust settles, if it settles at all. What we do know is that the next 30 years will see the introduction of a profusion of biological products across a wide range of industries that have the potential to disrupt business completely in unforeseen ways. Now is the time to start asking the following questions:

- Where do I stand in relation to my peers in understanding and harnessing biological technologies? What, in other words, is my “biological quotient”?
- How much of my resources should I allocate to investing in biological technologies and capabilities?
- How should I integrate new biological-technology capabilities into my existing R&D processes? To what degree should I partner with science-based start-ups to drive innovation?
- What are some of the risks associated with the Bio Revolution that might affect my company’s reputation in the market (or even industry at large) and the public’s trust?

Business leaders, scientists, and regulators will need to work together to engage on public concerns and ensure that innovations do not cross ethical boundaries—even while giving science and businesses the room to explore exciting new directions.
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